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3,208,272 suitable electrical circuitry and mechanically connected 
SURFACE ROUGHNESS DETECTOR to a movable carriage unit which is adapted to travelse 

.YoIan B. Hall, Jr., Hyabttsvil!e, Md., James e. Brady, Bay- the sulfate profile of a specinlen, under the guidance o i  
town, Tex., and Staden B. price, Waanpbon, Va., assignors a track and threaded shaft or  worm member. A sensing 
BQ the United States of A~~~smerisa as represented by the 5 rod or feeler member carried by the cairiage unit main- 
Administrator of the National Aeronautics and $pace tains contact with the specimen surface. It  is provided 
A d ~ n i s t r a 8 o n  with an integral rack portion for opeiaiive connection with 

Piled Sept. 28, 1962, 8er. No. 227,682 the bridge unit through a spring l ~ a d e d  gear. As the 
16 Claims. (CB. 73-105) carriage is moved along the guide track by, for example, 

'Grm6ed IISitle 352 'Ode 'B952'7 set' 2663 10 an electric motor turning the worm, the sensing rod or  
The invention described herein may be manufactured feeler nlember maintains contact with the sur- 

and used by and for the Governnlent of  the United States face under investigation and the rod deflects vertically 
of America for governmental PupPoses without the Pay- in response to any deviation from an absolute smooth 
ment of any royalties thereon o r  therefor. surface. This rod deflection rotates the associated spriny 

This invention relates generally t o  an  apparatus for de- 15 loaded gear member causing an unbalance in the electric 
tecting surface roughness of a structure, and mole par- bridge with the unbalance being indicated or  recorded 
ticuIarly to a simple and spcedy roughness detector em- in terms of rod deflection by a snitable utilization circuit. 
ploying an electronic circuit to detect and record any sur- A normally closed microswitch, movable with the car- 
face pattern of irregularities of a particular specimen. riage, is included within the recording circuit and is 
A graphic representation o i  the surface is acquired ac- 20 adapted to engage notchcs or iadentatioi1s provided a t  
cording to the present invention by providing a mOt0r- fixed intervals in the guide track. As the microswitch 
driven sensitive fceler member adapted for linear move- engages each successive notch, the recording circuit is 
ment, at a uniform rate, over the surface area to be in- broken causing a corresponding break in the continuous 
vestigated, with an electric circuit operatively connected trace being These peliodic breaks in the 
to the feeler member producing detectable and recordable 25 recording trace establish measurable distances from t!re 
electrical signals in response to any veltical deviation of end the guide track and serve as aids in detecting sur- 
the sensitive feeler member. face areas requiring further machining or polishing. 

It  is desirable in the fabrication of numerous struc- A more complete appreciation of the invention and 
t u r d  elements s ~ ~ c h  as, for exanlple, in the production of many of tile attendant advantages thereof will be readily 
precision instrument palts, aerospace vehicle models for 30 apparent as the same becomes better by ref- 
testing in wind tunnels, surface panels for aerospace erence to the folloaing detailed description when con- 
vehicles, and the like, to provide surface areas having sidered in conliection the accompanying drawings 
maximum sn~oothness. To aid in accomplishing this wherein: 
result, it is particularly desirable to obtain a trace o r  FIG. I is a side elevational view of a suiface roughness 
pattern of a specimen surface where additional filling in, 35 detector according to the present invention in 
polishing or machining of the surface is required. Optical posilion a and s:lowing a diagrammatic 
flat surfaces probably exhibit the maximum smoothness representation of an electric control box and recolder; 
measurable but even these surfaces may show flaws or  FIG. 2 is a side elevational view showing the back of 
waves in the surface area that exceed several millionths the carriage of the detector in FIG. 
of an inch which, obviously, are detectable only through 40 1 parts omitted for clarity; 
the use of extremely sensitive instruments under the con- FIG. 3 is an enlarged plan view of a segment of the 
trol of highly trained and skilled operators. The normal carriage; 
methods utilized in detecting and measuring surface FIG. 4 is a diagram of the electrical circuit utilized in 
roughness of variocs specimen surfaces involves, for detecting surface profiles according to the present inven- 
example, the use of micrometers or dial gages, which not 45 tion; 
only require considerable time and skilled operators, but FIG. 5 is a pictorial view of a portion oE a specimen 
further do not provide a continuous trace o r  record of surface pattern recorded during a typical of 
the surface roughness pattern. the present invention; and, 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to FIG. 6 is a side elevational view of a modification with 
provide an inexpensive, sensitive apparatus for accurately 50 parts diagrammatically shown and parts omitted for 
measuring the surface roughness of a structure. clarity. 

Another object of this invention is the provision of an Referring now to the drawings and more particularly to 
electronic system to detect surface roughness of a test FIGS. 1 and 2, there is one of a sui- 
specimen. face roughness detector unit, generally dcsignated by ref- 

A further object of this invention is the provision of a 5.5 erence numeral 10 and secured, for example, by clamps 
surface roughness detector that produces a continuous 11 to a specimen 12 which is under investigation for sur- 
trace of the surface roughness pattern. face roughness. Specimen 12, as well as the remaining 

Yet another object of the instant invention is the provi- is supported by a suitable table 13. 
sion of indications in a continuoLis roughness pattern trace Roughness detector unit 10 colnprises a forward and 
a t  equal intervals relative to distance covered by the trace. 60 reverse switch unit 14 leading froln a suitable power 

An additional object of the present invention is to pro- source 3o and to a reversible electric motor 15 is 
vide a novel apparat~rs for locating the coordinates of a geared to a suitable speed and adapted to turn a lead 
rough spot in a specimen surface. screw or worm 16 through a rnbber couple member 17. 

Another additional object of the present invention is 
to provide a novel accurate nlethod for detecting wrface 65 I t  is also readily apparent that ulotor 15 could be replaced 

by a hand crank or  any other suitable means, not shown, roughness of a specimen. 
Still another object of the instant invention is the provi- if desired. 

sion of a surface roughness detector which can be de- An  Open, substantially-box-sha~ed, carriage member 

pendably operated by semiskilled operators. 18, having internally threaded openings 19 receiving worm 

According to the present invention, the foregoing and 70 a6 through the sidewalls thereof is adapted to be moved 
other objects are attained by employing a norillal]y horizontally along a guide track 21. Carriage 18 main- 
balanced electric bridge unit electlically connected to tains contact with guide track 21 t l~rough conforming 
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sulface areas and further has a sheet metal bracket mem- Potentiometer 55 constitutes two arnls o f  a Whentstone 
ber 23 secured across the top and to the side surfaces there- bridge circuit, generally designated by reference numeral 
o f ,  extending beyond the bottom o f  carriage 18. The por- 50 (FIG. 4), with resistor elements 58 each being o f  
tion o f  bracket 23 extending below carriage 18 is bent equal electrical resistance, constituting the other two arms 
angularly beneath the carriage terminating with an aper- 5 o f  the bridge unit, as will be more fully explained here- 
lure for the receipt therethrough o f  one end of  a stabiliz- inafter. Rigid electrical connections 59 (FIG. 2) consti- 
ing arm, generally designated by reference numeral 26 tute adequate structural support for the lightweight resis- 
(FIG. 2). Bracket 23 is also provided with an opening tors 58 although, obviously, other conventional support 
24 (FIG. 3 )  in the portion thereof that passes across means, snch as suitable brackets, not shown, may be 
the top o f  carriage 18. One end o f  stabilizing arm 26 10 utilized when desired. 
consists o f  a cylindrical rod 27 slidably received through Referring now more particularly to FIG. 3, a normally 
the bottom o f  carriage 38 and opening 24. Rod 24 has closed microswitch unit 68 is secured to  a portion o f  car- 
an enlarged portion 28 which projccts through an aper- riage member 18, for example by bolts 62, and is used 
ture in the underlying portion o f  bracket 23. Spring 29 to establish surface irregularities in relation to  distance 
surrounds rod 27 and is disposed between the bottom 15 from either end o f  track member 21 as carriage member 
surface o f  carriage 18 and the en!arged portion 28 o f  18 is moved therealong. A spring contact 63 maintains 
rod 27. The lower end of  portion 28 terminates with a aicroswitch 61 closed until pivotable portion 64 thereof 
bifurcated end receiving a small stabilizing wheel 32 comes in contact with one o f  the equidistantly disposed 
rotatably mounted therein and adapted to maintain con- notches or indentions 65 on guide tracl; 21. When pivot- 
tact with a horizontal stabilizing track 34 while rotating 20 able member 64 contacts a notch 65, the spring contact 
about an axis 33 as carriage mcmber 18 executes its hori- 63 pivots to break the circuit and thereby causes a cor- 
zontal movement. responding momentary break in the continuous recorded 

Guide track 23 is parallel to stabilizing track 34 with trace at intervals corresponding to  the distance between 
both track members being attached to vertical arm mem- notches 65, as shown more particularly in FIG. 5. 
bers 36 by conventional means, such as screw and clamp 25 Referring now more particularly to  FIG. 1 and FIG. 4, 
members 37. Each vertical arm member 36 is connected roughness detector unit 10 is attached to specimen 12 
to  a suitable support member, such for example magnetic which is under investigation for surface roughness, with 
supports 38. As pointed out heretofore, the entire rough- carriage 18 positionable at either end o f  guide track 21 
ness detector unit 10 may be secured t o  the specimen and roller member 46 o f  sensor rod 44 spring-biased 
structure being investigated through the use o f  any suita- 30 into contact with the surface o f  specimen 12. A n  elec- 
ble means, such for example clamps 11, although in tric control box 70 includes "on-off  switch 66, a battery 
most applications o f  the present invention, and particular- power supply 67, and sensitive potentiometer 68 all con- 
ly where the structure under investigation for surface nected in  series. Balance potentiometer 69 is connected 
roughness is metallic, magnetic supports 38 adequately in parallel with switch 66, battery 67, and sensitive po- 
hold unit PO in position during operation. Electric motor 35 tentiometer 68, and this arrangement is connected in  
15 is suspended from guide track 21 by end bracket 39 parallel to  the Wheatstone bridge 50. A recorder 71 
and screws 41. is connected to  the movable element a f  potentiometer 

A tubular member 42 is threadingly received in 55 and t o  the opposing end o f  the bridge circuit 50. The 
threaded opening 43, FIG. 3,  in the bottom o f  carriage microswitch 61 is in  series with the recorder 71. Re- 
18 and serves as a holder for sensing rod or feeler mem- 40 corder 71 may be either a current voltage or a continuous- 
ber 44. The lower end o f  sensing rod 44 is bifurcated balance type recorder, as desired, and serves to  give a 
and receives a small roller member 46 rotatab111 nlountcd continuous trace o f  an electric signal received thereby. 
on spindle 47. In lieu o f ,  or in  addition to, recorder 73 an oscilloscope 

A guide bar 51 formed o f  rigid sheet metal, similar or other suitable utilization circuit may be employed to 
in  shape to  a "presser foot" o f  a sewing machine serves 45 indicate the electric signal received through bridge circuit 
as a guide for thc lower end o f  sensing rod 44. The upper 50. 
end o f  guide bar 51 is securely positioned against tubular Operation 
holder 42 by suitable bolts 52. Bolts 52 (FIG. 2) are 
fastened to  a sheet metal brace 53 which may be welded In operation o f  the embodiment illustrated in FIGS.  
or integrally secured to the bottom o f  carriage 1-5, switch 66 is turned to the "on" position and balance 
member 18. 50 potentiometer 69 and sensitive potentiometer 68 are ad- 

yhe end o f  sensing rod 44 has an integral rack justed to balance bridge circuit 50. Switch 14 for motor 
portion 48 famed thereon with pinion or gear 15 is moved to the forward or reverse position, depending 
49, as shown more in FIG. 2 and FIG. 3. Upon the initial location o f  carriage 18 and threaded 
~h~ rotation o f  gear wheel 49 also effects rotation o f  shaft or worm 16 begins to  turn at a predetermined speed 
horizontal shaft 54 which is secured thereto. The shaft " causillg linear movement o f  carriage 18 along track 21. 
54 operates as the variable arm o f  a potentiometer 55. AS carriage 18 executes its linear movement, sensing rod 
A vertical support 56 for potentiometer 55 is integrally $4 traverses the surface o f  workpiece 82 with roller mern- 
formed with carriage 38, or if desired may be formed her 46 maintaining contact with the surface area o f  
separately and secured to the face o f  carriage 38 b y  specimen 12. Any deviation from an absolute smooth 
welding or any other suitable means. externally surface will be follovied by roller 46 and cause a corre- 
threaded portion o f  a tubular nut 60 is threadingly sponding vertical deflection o f  sensing rod 44 either 
ceived through a vertical support member 56 and serves upward or downward depending upon whether peaks or 
as a bearing for journal or shaft 54. A torsion spring valleys are encountered on the surface area under in- 
54, having opposite ends connected to gear 49 and tubular vestigation. This rod deflection rotates gear wheel 49 
nlember 60 is wound so as to spring load gear 49 and ''' and horizontal shaft 54 moving the adjustable element o f  
maintain sensing rod 44 in biased contact with work piece potentiometer 55 and thereby creating an unbalance in  
or specimen 12. The  contact between specimen 12 and electric bridge 50. The Output from bridge 50 is in- 
roller member 46 o f  sensing rod 44 is controlled by rotat- dicated and recorded by recorder 73 in  terms o f  rod 
ing tubular member 60 to adjust the pressure exerted by deflection to  thereby give a permaaent record o f  the sur- 
spring 57 and thereby assure that the surface o f  specimen face Pattern. 
12 is not marred. Tubular member 60 is provided with As mentioned heretofore, while carriage 18 progresses 
a conventionril adjustable loclc pin arrangement, not along track 21, spring contacl 63 o f  microswitch unit 61 
shown, which coacts with vertical support 56 to maintain pel.iodically engages equidistantly spaced notclres 65 caus- 
spring 57 under the desired torsional load. ing a plurality o f  momentary breaks in the recording cir- 
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cuit and corresponding breaks 74 (FIG. 5) in the contin- Workpiece 12 is disposed on table 113 In contact with 
uous trace 7'3 of the surface pattern being recorded. the gripper surfaces 1126 of belt 125. Switches I114 and 
These breaks in surface pattern or graph 72 enable even 166 are then closed to supply power to motors 115 and 
semiskilled operators to establish surface deflections at 121 and upon manual actuation of either switch 131 or 
any distance from either end of the track. Graph or pat- C, 132, carriage 18 starts its scanning movement ober tllc 
tern 72 is recorded on a grid surface which is divided into surface area of specimen 12. Wnen calriage 118 reaches 
a plurality of known equal dimensioned squares and the end of its nlovemenl along the lead screw 16, contact 
serves as a scale for the semiskilled operator to establish is made wilh one of the switches 1311 or 132 closing the 
surface deflections in relation to distance from either end circuit to motor 821 for a brief interval and causlng a 
of the track with breaks 74 in the graph also indicating 10 stepped or increnlental movement thereof to rotate pulley 
fixed distances on the surface profile being investigated. $23 an adjusted incren~ent, whicfi has previously been 
Thus, by measuring the peaks and valleys present in trace determined suitable, to thereby move beit I25 and asso- 
73 the exact deviations from an absolute smooth surface, ciated specimen 12. At the same time, the actuation of 
as well as the location thereof, are readily established switch $311 or 132 also reverses motor 15 with corrc- 
from graph 72. It is possible also for the operator to ob- 15 sponding reversal of lead screw 36 rotation to cause car- 
serve deviations as they occur during recording ol the riage 18 to move in the opposite direction for determining 
trace and make appropriate indications directly on the the su~face proiile of the newly exposed alea of specimen 
model surface at this time. For example, the operator 12. 
could make a blue pencil mark indicating a valley or de- This sequence is repeated automatically until ihe entire 
pression requiring filling in to make the surface smooth, surface area of specimen 12 has been indicated by utiliza- 
and a red mark on the model where peaks are noted in tion circuit 171. Obviously any n u b c r  of specirneils 12 
the trace to indicate areas requiring further machining or may be automatically fed to the dctection apparatus with- 
polishing to render the surface profile smooth. out requiiing any stoppage of the apparatus. It is thus 

When carriage 18 reaches the opposite end of the seen that this elxbodiment of the inveaiion is readily 
track, switch 14 is turned to "off" position to stop motor 25 applicable to numerous assembly-line operations wherzin 
15 and a surface pattern has been permanently recorded it is desirable to sequentially determine surface patterns of 
for one area of specimen 312. The detector unit may a number 01 workpieces or specimens. Hl is to be uqder- 
then be moved to another area of specimen 12 for rough- stood that switches 131 and 132 ale adjustably siidablc 
ness determination thereof or, if it is desirable to obtain a along stabilization track 34 and adaptcd to be locked ia 
duplicate reading for this particular area, motor 15 may 50 a conyentional lnanner to any desired position thereon so 
be reversed and carriage 118 will retrace the same area of as to compensate for variable length specinlens 12 tLaL 
specimen 12. It  is palticularly desirable to obtain dupli- may be under surface profile investigation. Switch-s 131 
cate patterns of one particular area as a check measure and 132 are also capable of being hand-actuated indepcnd- 
where extreme rod deflections have been noted. ently, when so desircd, so as to rcversc motor 15 at will, 

Referring now to FIG. 6, a modified surface reference 3,j as well as to advance specimen 32 in any desired ni~mbcr 
detector, generally designated by reference numeral 100 of incremental steps, or to maintain specmen 12 in the 
is shown positioned on work table 113. Various corn- same during a subsequent re-run of carriage 1s 
ponents of this embodiment are identical to those de- over a selected surface area. 
scribed hereinbefore and, accordingly, have been given Another obvious modification of the ernbodirne~~t illus- 
the same reference numeral designation and need not be 40 trated in FIG. 6 would be to arrangc roughness delcctiorl 
further described. unit 800 subject to advancement in adjustable incrcrnental 

Table 113 has exposed metallic surfaces to cooperate steps over the area of the specmen 12, instead of 
with magnetic supports 38, and also is provided with a having a specime~~ mouilt-d on a movable surface. This 
central cavity 1115 having a conveyor assembly, generally incremental advancement is readily accomplis'n~blc by 
designated 128, disposed therein. Conveyor assembly varoius nlechanical or electrical systems ohioous to those 
120 includes a motor 121 electrically connected to a 45 in the art either with, or independ- 
suitable power source 30 through leads BOP and 102 and ent to, the reversing of nlotor 15. Also in lieu of the 
switch 114. A separate switch 116 connects current belt and pulley conveyor arrangement described herein- 
source 30 to the reversible motor 15, as will be further before, it is obviously within the scope of this invention 
explained hereinafter. A shaft 122 extends f?om nlotor to employ a chain and sprocket wheel, or otller conver,- 
121 which serves to turn pulley 123. A belt 125, having 50 t;onal, drive assembly to effect the adjustable moven~cnt 
a plurality of gripper surfaces 126 disposed on the ex- of specimen 12 aloilg work table 113 when so desired. 
ternal surfaces thereof, and the function of which will Although the illustrated embodiments are related lo 
be further explained hereinafter, extends around pulley planar surfaces, obviously, the present invention is 
123, and another pulley wheel, not shown, spaced hori- equally applicable to roughness determination of curved 
zontal?~ a distance from pulley 123 within cavity 115- 55 surfaces where any deviation from a predctcrmined curvc 
A plurality of rollers, one of which is shown in FIG. 6 would be recorded in functions of rod deflection. 
and designated by reference numeral 128, are rotatable Obviously, there are many other modifications and 
about individual spindles 129, and disposed in a row variations of the present invention possible in the light 
along the upper area of cavity 115 with belt 125 adapted of the above teachings. For example, in each of the 
to pass thereover es~entially flush with the top surface 60 embodiments described, it is possible to replace shaft or 
of table 113. worm 16 with a smooth surface rod, or to omit this elc- 

A  air of identical trip switches 131 and 132 are posi- merit entirely, and for the operator to manually slide 
tioned at opposite ends of stabilizing track 34 and carriage $8 along track 21 during a surface determination 
adapted to be actuated by carriage 18 upon contact there- sequence. It is therefore ta, be understood that within 
with upon movement of carriage 18 a predetermined dis- 65 the scope of the appended claims the invention be tance toward either end of lead screw 16. Switches 131 otherwise than as specifically described. and 132 are each electrically connected to motors 15 What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by 
and 121, as will be further explained hereinafter. In Letters patent of the States is: 
this embodiment as well as in the previously described 
embodiment, any suitable utilization circuit 178, such 1. Apparatus for producing a pattern of surface rough- 

for example as an osci~~oscope, a recorder, or the like ness of a s~ecilnen conl~rising: a nornlall~ balanced 

may be electrically to control box 70 to indi- bridge circuit having a source of potential, sensing means 
cate the surface area pattern. operatively connected to said bridge circuit to traverse 

~h~ operation of this embodiment is very similar to the surface area of said specimen, said sensing means 
that described hereinbefore for the previous embodiment. 75 being vcrlically deflectable in response to any specimen 
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surfacc irregularities encountered during said traverse 8. An apparatus according to claim 2 whercin said 
with any vertical defiection of said sensing means causing means to effect uniform movement of said carriage along 
a detachable uiibalance in said normally balanced bridge said first track includes a lead screw received by threads in 
circuit, means to indicate said unbalance as a function said carriage member, and means to selectively control 
of said sensing means deflection. means to cause a plu- 5 the direction of rotation of said lead screw. 
rality of momentary breaks in said indicated signal, said 9. An apparatus according to claim 2 and further in- 
breaks occurrinz at calibrated intervals and correspond- cluding, vertical guide means for said sensing element, 
ing to specific locations of said sensing means relative said vertical guide means being rigidly connected to said 
to specific distances as traversed along said specimen tubular holder. 
surface area. 10 88. An apparatus for determination of surface rough- 

2. A ~ p a r a k ~ s  for determination of suiface roughness ness of a specimen comprising: contact means for travers- 
of a s~ecimen comprising: support means for a specimen; ing said specinlen surface, carriage means operatively con- 
a pair of spaced vertical arnl members extending from nected to said contact means for controlling the move- 
said scpport means, first and second horizontal track ment thereof over said specimen surface, a guide track for 
mcans equidista:ltly secured lo said vertical arm members, 15 said carriage means, means for inducing movement of 
a carriage mernbcr slideably supported on said first track said carriage means along said guide track, means sup- 
means, means for eEecting uniform ~novement of said porting said guide track substantially parallel to said speci- 
carriage nlember along said first track means, stabilizing men surface, said contact means being deflectable in a ver- 
rneans for said carriage member and including a sta- tical direction only in response to any surface irregu- 
I,i!izing arm for maintaining continuous contact with said 20 larities of said specimen surface during movement there- 
carriage member and said second track means as said over, a normally balanced bridge circuit operatively con- 
~nlriage member execuks n~oven~ent along said first track, nected lo said contact means, means operatively con- 
a tubular I~older fixedly secured to said carriage member, nected to said bridge circuit for indicating an electrical 
a scnsing elcmcr: slideably received by said tubular holder signal received due to unbalance of said bridge circuit 
and supported by said carriage member in position to 25 in terms of contact means deflection, a motor driven lead 
contactingly engage the surface of said specimen, said screw for eirecting movement of said carriage means, and 
scnsing element being adapted to deflect vertically in re- support means maintaining said lead screw substantially 
sponsc to surface irregularities of said specimen, electrical parallel with said specimen surface, said support means 
circuit means operatively connected to said sensing ele- including a pair of magnetic members to assist in fixedly 
nlent for p; oducing an electric signal, and indicating 30 securing said support means in position. 
mc-ins to incliczte said electric signal as a function of 11. A surface roughness detector according to claim 4 
s;id sensing elenlent deflection. wherein said indicating means for indicating said signal 

3. Apparatus according to claim 2 wherein said sta- lecords a continuous trace of the surface pattern of said 
bilizing arm comprises a cylindrical rod portion slideably specinlen showing the momentary breaks therein caused 
received through said carriage member and ata enlarged 33 bjr said microswitch unit. 
exicnsion integral with said cylindrical rod portion, said 12. Apparatus for determination of surface profile of 
e~larged extension terminating in a bifurcation witb a a specimen comprising: sensing means to traverse the sur- 
lotatable bvheel disposed therein, and spring means inter- face area of said specimen, an electric circuit for produc- 
positioned between ?aid carriage member and said era- ing a continuous electrical signal in operative electrical 
larged e::tension to tl~ereby maintain contact of said ro- 40 connection with said sensing means, means for varying 
tLltztble whcel with said second track means. said electrical signal serving to indicate any deviation 

4. Apparatus according to claim 2 and further includ- from an absolute smooth surface encountered on said 
ing a normaiiy closed microswitch unit carried by said specimcn surface during traverse thereof by said sensing 
caiiiage member and electrically connected to said indi- means, means to record a trace of said electrical signal 
cating nleans, a plurality of equidistantly spaced notch 43 as a function of specimen surface profile and, means mo- 
means on said first track means, and pivotable means op- mentarily interrupting said signal at calibrated intervals 
cratjvely connected to said microswitch unit for succes- to produce a plurality of breaks in said recorded trace 
sively engaging teach of said notch means as said carriage to aid in correlating any detected smooth surface devia- 
mcmber is moved along said first track member thereby tion with the specific surface area location. 
causing a plurality of momentary breaks in said electric 50 13. Apparatus according to claim 12 wherein said elec- 
sigcal with said pl~rrality of breaks corresponding lo fixed tric circilit includes a normally balanced bridge, said 
distances of said carriage member from the end of said bridge being electrically connected to said sensing means, 
first track means. guide means for sensing means serving to restrict sensing 

5. Apparatus according to claim 2 wherein said sensing means movement to vertical deflections, said sensing 
clcment comprises a vertically disposed rod having a first means being vertically deflectable in response to any speci- 
poition maintaining contact with said specinlen surface men surface irregularities encountered during traverse 
and a second portion having an integral rack section there- thereof whereby any vertical deflection of said sensing 
on, a pinion carried by said carriage member and meshed means causes an unbalance in said bridge means and a 
-\;/~th said rack section, said pinion being attached to one variance in said continuous electrical signal. 
end of a torsion spring, threaded means for adjusting 14. A surface ro~~ghness detector comprising: in com- 
spring tension attactled to the other end of said torsion bination, a detection apparatus and a specimen surface 
spring, said tiireaded means also serving to secure said under investigation for surface roughness; said detection 
torsion spring to said carriage member, and said torsion apparatus including reversible linearly movable scanning 
spring loading said pinion to maintain said first portion means for sequentially traversing incremental portions of 
of said rod in contact with said specimen surface. said specimen surface, actionable means for selectively 

6. Apparatus according to claim 5 and further includ- effecting relative movement of said specimen and said 
ins, a member rotat~Lble ~ i t h  said gear wheel, said detection apparatus to present different incremental areas 
slzaft fi~ember rotation eflecting a change in said electric of said specimen surface in position to be traversed by 
siyral produced by snid electric circuit means. said scanning means, said actionable means being actu- 

7. An apparatus according to claim 2 whercin said elec- ated by said linearly movable scanning means at the end 
tllcL~l cilcuit includes a normally balanced bridge circuit of each scanning movement and including a conveyor as- 
and any vcrtical deflect~on of slid sensing element causes sen~bly, and means operatively connected to said scanning 
at1 unb'llance in said normally balanced biiJge circuit and means for detecting and indicating specimcn surface 
a corresponding change in said electrical signal. 75 irregularities. 
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15. A surface roughness detector as in claim 14 where- References Cited by the Examiner 

in said conveyor assembly includes a belt and pulley ar- 
rangement, said belt having gripper surfaces thereon for 

UNITED STATES PATENTS 

contact with said specimen to induce movement thereof. 2j020j548 ----- --------- 73-105 
16. A method for determination of surface profile of 5 2,620,655 12/52. Priest ---------------- 73-105 

a test specimen comprising the steps of: supporting a test 2~633~020 3/53 libbott --------------- 73-105 
specimen in position to be traversed by a sensing element, 2.961rs71 11/60 Ricks ---------------- - 73-105 
scanning the surface area of said test specimen in incre- 3,029,522 4/62 Stolle --------------- 73-105 X 
mental portions with a vertically deflectable sensing ele- 3>056,209 10/62 Oliver -------------- 73-105 X 
ment, producing an electrical signal in proportion to sens- 10 FOREIGN PATENTS 
ing element deflection caused by surface rough spots en- 
countered by said sensing element, interrupting said signal 585,247 2/47 Great Britain. 
at precalibrated momentary successive intervals and re- LOUIS R. PRINCE, Prirrzary Exa,7zi.ler. 
cording said signal as a function of said sensing element 
deflection, with the breaks in said signal serving to pin- 15 DAVID SCMONBERG, RICHARD QUEISSER, 
point uneven surface areas. Exanliners. 


